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如：the Sympson and Hetter procedure，the 
Davey and Parshall method，以及 the Stock- 



































The topic of controlling item exposure 
rate and test overlap rate has attracted many 
researchers in recent years. To enhance test 
security in computerized adaptive testing 
(CAT), the goal is to have as little overlap as 
possible between sets of items that are 
administrated at several different test forms. 
The general approach to reducing the usage 
of some frequently appearing items is called 
“exposure control”. Currently, a number of 
procedures have been designed for contro- 
lling the item exposure rate to a desired value 
that is specified in advanced of testing. For 
example, the Sympson and Hetter procedure 
(Sympson ＆Hetter, 1985), the Davey and 
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Parshall method (Davey ＆ Parshall,1995), 
and the Stocking and Lewis conditional 
multinomial procedure (Stocking ＆ Lewis, 
1995). However, when algorithms are 
utilized to control item exposure, the 
measurement precision of examinees’ ability 
level is reduced because the most informative 
items are always not selected. That is, there 
exits a trade-off problem between trait 
estimation and item exposure in CAT. For 
this purpose, estimation techniques based on 
weighted MLE (WLE) and OWEN + MLE 
are proposed and carefully studied with the 
usage of item exposure control in adaptive 
testing. A simulation study is carried on to 
investigate the performance of proposed 
methods. The bias and RMSE (root mean 
square error) are major criteria used to 
evaluate the procedures. 
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Stocking and Lewis conditional multinomial 










關研究中，以MLE 和 WLE 兩種方法配合 
Fisher information、Kullback-Leibler 







































































 本研究接著以ideal-a item pool與ideal 






















四、 計劃成果自評  
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